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Rose men edged in second round of NC AAs
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman men's bas-
ketball team's improbable run
finally came to an end last Satur-
day with a 54-53 loss to Illinois
Wesleyan in the second round of
the Division III national tourna-
ment.
Bryan Crabtree, IWU's All-
American forward, nailed a 15-
foot jumper over the corner of the
backboard with 7.7 seconds
remaining to put the Titans ahead
by one point.
The Engineers' Joe Puthoff
missed an off-balance shot with
one second left, preventing what
would have been IWU's second
home loss in three years at Shirk
Center.
Rose had advanced to the sec-
ond round following a 86-69 vic-
tory over Washington (Mo.) in the
last game ever played in Shook
Fieldhouse. The Engineers gained
an at-large berth to the NCAAs
after sharing the ICAC regular-
season championship and drop-
ping the conference tournament
championship game to Wabash,
63-62.
Rose was forced to do without
sophomores Bryan Egli and Sam
Kent Murphy leaps for the tipoff against Washington (Mo.) in the last game played in Shook Fieldhouse.
The Engineers pounded the Bears, 86-69, in the first round of the NCAA Division III tournament.
Johnson in the national tourna-
ment. Egli, the team's leading
scorer, and Johnson, Rose's top
post reserve, were ruled academi-
cally ineligible last Wednesday




Phase I of the "Vision to be the
Best" fundraising campaign,
which is the most ambitious
fundraising campaign in Rose-
Hulman history, has nearly
achieved its goal of $100 million.
As of late February, the cam-
paign had reached $86 million
dollars, approximately $22.5 mil-
lion of which is cash already
received, $20.5 million in
pledged money not yet received
and $43 million in deferred gifts.
• The campaign reached $86
million after commercial real
estate developer Morris Lands-
baum donated real estate valued
at $750,000 to Rose-Hulman.
Rose-Hulman President Sam-
uel Hulbert commented, "This is
a generous gift of land that is
located in an area that Rose-Hul-
man will use as a site for new
academic and economic develop-
ment.
"Rose-Hulman is grateful that
Mr. Landsbaum shares in our
dreams and vision for innovative
educational programs and new
economic opportunities for the
community."
Landsbaum, who has com-
pleted numerous, successful real
estate development projects, said
his gift is an indication of his
pride in Terre Haute and Rose-
Hulman.
• "My wish is that my gift will
benefit Rose-Hulman and Terre
Haute. Rose-Hulman is an
invaluable asset to Terre
Haute.. We are fortunate to be the
home of a college that is recog-
nized as one of the nation's best
for engineering and science edti-
cation," said Landsbaum.
As a result of his gift Lands-
baum has been honored as a new
member of the Chauncey Rose
Fellows which recognizes per-
sons who have made donations or
pledges to Rose-Hulman that
total $250,000 or more.
Vision to be the Best began in
March 1994 and was formally
announced in February 1995. A
goal of the campaign is to raise
$100 million dollars by the year
2000.
Projected totals for the cam-
paign are $46 million donated in
cash and pledges and $54 million
from deferred gifts which include
real estate, bonds, and bequests in
wills. Of the $100 million raised
in the Vision to be the Best cam-
paign $8 million will be added to
the Rose-Hulman endowment,
$43 million will be utilized to
enhance operations and $49 mil-
lion will be used to operate and
enhance Rose-Hulman facilities.
Funds raised support the con-
struction of the new Alumni Cen-
ter for Athletics and Recreation.
Funds raised from Vision to be
the Best will also support other
expenditures depending on the
preference of the donor and the
needs of Rose-Hulman. For
example, the Henry Luce Foun-
dation of New York has donated
full compensation for a teacher
for five years under the Clair
Booth Luce faculty fellowship.
Ron Reeves, vice president
for development, added, "Not so
obvious finvestments include] a
lot of money going into things
like scholarships, lab equipment,
curriculum updates, and other
things Rose Would have to spend
money on anyway."
Phase II of the Vision to be the
Best campaign is scheduled to for
the years 2000 to 2005. Phase II
is expected to acquire funding for
a performing arts center, financial
aid, computers, lab equipment
and other expenditures.
released.
Faced with those adverse con-
ditions, the Engineers got better
play from their proven players and
great efforts from some lesser-
known members in the Wash U
victory.
Senior center Kent Murphy
came through with a career-high
25 points, and senior forward Troy
Halt contributed 21. Sophomore
guard Matt Millington, who had
scored 16 points the entire season,
was forced into a starting role and
responded with 15 points, includ-
ing four three-point baskets.
Freshman guard Patrick Grace
racked - up a season-high nine
assists in the victory.
Halt kept Rose in .the .game
against Illinois Wesleyan, scoring
.a career-high 29 points and grab-
bing nine rebounds. Whenever the
Titans looked like they were going
to pull away, Halt emerged to
make huge basket after huge bas-
ket.
When IWU stretched their lead
to seven points with less than a
minute left in the first half, Halt
drained a three-point basket to cut
the halftime lead to four. When the
Titans had an eight-point lead with
14 minutes to go, Halt scored
eight points as Rose went on an
11-0 run to regain the lead.
"He's so- doggone tough," said
Engineer head coach Jim Shaw of
Halt. "He just won't let go."
Halt impressed Wesleyan
coach Dennie Bridges as well.
"Troy Halt is really a solid
player," Bridges praised. "The
guy I'd want on my team is Troy
See TOURNEY Page 6, Column 4












There is also a stu-
dent lounge in the
new wing.
Photo by Beth Bateman
Eifert discusses tenure, dean's role
by Singalex Song
Thorn Reporter
Decisions on faculty tenure and
sabbaticals are important and
sometimes involved processes,
according to Vice President of
Academic Affairs James Eifert,
who will take sabbatical leave dur-
ing the 1997-1998 academic year.
Responsibilities of the vice
president of academic affairs
include overseeing the faculty,
maintaining "good degree pro-
grams in each department" and
support facilities for the academic
programs, and acquiring appropri-
ate lab equipment, space, and
classrooms.
Eifert's job also involves
administrative duties such as
reviewing ,grant proposals and
talking to people at foundations
and corporations for financial
assistance.
Eifert must also personally
interview every new faculty mem-
ber that enters Rose-Hulman. He
commented, spend a lot of time
ensuring that Rose-Hulman has
the right people."
As vice president of academic
affairs, Eifert also maintains the
student evaluations. After each
term, comments made on the eval-
uations by Students are summa-
rized. The professors are then
allowed to make comments, fol-
lowed by comments made by the
department heads and vice presi-
dent.
These summary sheets are then
added to professors' permanent
files. The president, dean of fac-
ulty, department head and the fac-
ulty member are the only people
permitted to input documents to
these files, but none may be
removed. The faculty files are
important as a basis for tenure
consideration.
According to -Eifert, tenure pro-
tects professors so they can speak
what they believe to be the truth
without fear of getting fired. Ten
ure developed in times of political
vulnerability for professors, such
as the .1 950s McCarthy era, stated
Eifert. • • •
It tends to be more for the
social sciences, and doesn't make
much sense for faculty members
in the science and engineering fields.
It has been a long time since that was
needed in technical/science educa-
tion," said Eifert, mentioning the
Scopes "Monkey trial" as one exam-
In a faculty member's third year
on campus, a "preliminary review"
is made by the Promotion/Tenure/
Retention (FTR) committee. In the
faculty member's fifth year, tenure
recommendations are made by the
department head. VTR committee
and dean of faculty, all of which are
sent to the president.
• The decision to grant tenure must
be made within seven years, after
which it is coMmon practice to auto-
matically grant tenure based on
length of stay.
Another significant issue for fac-
ulty Members is sabbatical leave..
Rose-Hulman permits faculty mem-
bers to apply for sabbaticzil leaves in
a six-year cycle.
Eifert 'commented that sabbatical
is .-not an entitlement that faculty
members have, but rather an invest-
ment in the school's human
resources during which professors
can learn a new technology or
broaden their skills."
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Mar. 14
Final Date to Add Class for
Spring Quarter
Mar. 19
TASC Workshop, "Pathways To Growing Your
Business," North Room, 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Mar. 16
Baseball, Rose-Hulman Invitational, Art Nehf Field:
* Consolation Game, 1 p.m.
* Championship Game, 3:30 p.m.
Participating schools:Milwaukee School of Engineer-
ing, Blackburn, Augustana(I11.)
Today and Tomorrow
Fri., Mar. 14—Final Date To Add Class For Spring
Quarter
Fri., Mar. 14--Admissions' Open House For Seniors,
North Room, 1-4:30 p.m.
Fri., Mar. 14—Baseball, Rose-Hulman Invitational, Art
Nehf Field:
* Rose-Hulman vs. Milwaukee School Of Engineering,
I p.m
* Rosc-Hulman vs. Blackburn, 3 p.m.
Sat., Mar. 15—Fine Arts Series, "Almost, Mr. Edison,
Almost," (Starring Hank Fincken), Moench Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Mar. 15—Baseball, Rose-Hulman Invitational, Art -
Nehf Field:
* Milwaukee School Of Engineering vs. Blackburn,
10:30 a.m.
* Augustana (Ill.) vs. Milwaukee School Of
Engineering, 1 p.m.
Rose-Hulman vs. Augustana, 3 p.m.
Sat., Mar. 15—Track, at Wabash Relays, Crawfordsville,
1 1 a.m.
March 16-22
Sun., Mar. 16—Baseball, Rose-Hulman Invitational,
Art Nehf
* Consolation Game, 1 p.m.
* Championship Game, 3:30 p.m.
Mon., Mar. 17—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Tilstra's Chemistry I, G-221, 7-
8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics III, 0-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
Mtir 1 R—Fat-eilty/Ct,tff Tlininglic. With flr
Hulbert, GM Room, 5 p.m.
Tues., Mar. 18—Netscape Mail Workshop, G-103,
1:30-3 p.m. (Call Ext. 8265 If Interested)
Tues., Mar. 18—Thesis Defense, "The Evaluation Of Exercises, Fort Knox, Ky.
Stress Concentration Factors In Flat Plates Using Fri., Mar. 21—Career Services Interviews: Lockheed
Finite Element And Photoelastic Analysis," Xia Martin Space Mission Systems & Services, Central
Jiang, B-108, 4:20 p.m. Intelligence Agency
Tues., Mar. I 8—Rose-Hulman Women's Club Dinner Sat., Mar. 22—Fine Arts Series, Engineers In Concert,
Meeting, Style Show By Stein Mart, North Room Moench Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Tues., Mar. 18—Learning Center Supplemental Sat., Mar. 22—Rose-Hulman Undergraduate
Instruction Program: Graves' Calculus II, G-308, 7- Mathematics Conference, Throughout Campus
8:30 p.m. Sat., Mar. 22—Red Cross Disaster Drill, Shook
Tues., Mar. 1 8—Career Services Interviews: Fieldhouse/Intramural Fields, Noon to 5 p.m.
International Network Services, American Electric Sat., Mar. 22—Army ROTC Spring Field Training
Power Exercises, Fort Knox, Ky.
Wed., Mar. 19—President's Administrative Council, Sat., Mar. 22—Baseball, Hanover College, Art Nehf
North Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m. Field, 1 p.m. (ICAC-DH)
Wed., Mar. 19—TASC Workshop, "Pathways To Sat., Mar. 22—Track, at Principia College
Growing Your Business," North Room, 8 a.m. to Invitational, Elsah, Ill.
3:30 p.m.
Wed., Mar. 19—Baseball, DePauw University, Art
Nehf Field, 3 p.m.
Wed., Mar. I9—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Tilstra's Chemistry I, 0-221,7-
8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics III, G-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wed., Mar. 19—Career Services Interviews: Milliken
& Company
Thur., Mar. 20—Mathematics Colloquium, "Industrial
Applied Mathematics For Undergraduate: The
Harvey Mudd College Mathematics Clinic
Program," Michael Moody, E-104, 4:30 p.m.
Thur., Mar. 20—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Graves' Calculus II, 0-308, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Thur., Mar. 20—Career Services Interviews: Milliken
& Company
rri., mar. 21—Rose-Hulman Undergraduate
Mathematics Conference
Fri., Mar. 21—Army ROTC Spring Field Training
The Overage Cost of a
College Education is Sq2,150.
Parties not included.
All-niters. Going Greek. Road trips. Pizza. Books—can't forget the books. They're all big
parts of a college education, but somehow the costs aren't included in the tuition. Terre Haute
First National Bank would like to help. We'd like to make you a loan, and we'll make it as
simple as possible. All you have to do is stop in one of our 10 convenient locations. We'll







Sun., Mar. 23—Baseball, Eureka College, Art Nehf
Field, 1 p.m. (DH)
Mon., Mar. 24—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Tilstra's Chemistry I, 0-221,
7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics III, G-219, 7-8:30
p.m.
Tues., Mar. 25—Civil Engineering Department
Basketball Tournament, Shook Fieldhouse, 7-9
p.m
Tues., Mar. 25—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Graves' Calculus II, 0-308, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Wed., Mar. 26—Presidents Administrative Council,
North Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Wed., Mar. 26—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program: Tilstra's Chemistry 1,0-221,
7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics III, G-219, 7-8:30
p.m.
March 23-29 (continued)
Wed., Mar. 26—Career Services Interviews: Air Force
Personnel Center (Civilian)
Thur., Mar. 27—Civil Engineering Department Basketball
Tournament, Shook Fieldhouse, 7-9 p.m.
Thur., Mar. 27—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Graves' Calculus II, 0-308, 7-8:30 p.m.
Fri., Mar. 28—Admissions' Open House For Seniors, North
Room, 1-4:30 p.m.
Fri., Mar. 28—Baseball, Wisconsin-Lutheran, Art Nehf Field, 1
p.m. (DH)
Fri., Mar. 28—Comet Observation Program, Reeder
Observatory, Starting At Dusk
Sat., Mar. 29—International Faculty & Student Seminar, "Visa
Issues For Working In The U.S.," North Room, 9-1 1 a.m.
Sat., Mar. 29—Comet Observation Program, Reeder
Observatory, Starting At Dusk
Sat., Mar. 29—Baseball, Franklin College, Art Nehf Field, 1
p.m. (ICAC DH)
Sat., Mar. 29—Track, at University of Indianapolis Or Hanover
College
Submissions To Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus Events
by any organization or individual. Information
on club meetings, lectures/speeches, and athletic
events, including announcements of times and
locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar,
in care of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension 8418.
More detailed articles containing plans, agendas,
and specific information should be submitted to
the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be published in
Campus Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
MEMBER FDIC
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Video rental policy, pool tables criticized
by Kevin Kaminski
'Thorn Reporter
The remodeled game room
provides a variety of services
for Rose-Hulman students.
After the Hulman Memorial
Union renovation, game room
services were improved by a
moving to a new room and the
purchase of additional equip-
ment.
Donna Gustafson, assistant
dean of student services,
explained that several new
items were purchased to
improve and update the. facili-
ties in the previous game room.
Funding for the new services
came from both the union build-
ing renovation budget and the
union building operating bud-
get.
The most notable equipment
purchase was three eight-foot
Brunswick pool tables. In addi-
tion, two foosball tables were
purchased providing a total of
four tables. The game room also
contains an air hockey table,
ping 'pong table, some video
games, and a pinball machine.
Free video rental, a coin-
operated Copy machine, two
new vending machines, a snack
machine and a Coke machine
are now available in the game
room.
The cost of renting a pool
table is only a penny per minute
per person, with a maximum of
two cents per minute. There is
no time limit on using the pool
table. The cost for using a foos-
ball table is two cents per
minute. Ping pong balls cost .75
cents.
Gustafson noted that some
problems may jeopardize the
free nature of several game
room services. A late return fee
is being considered because of
the large number of videos that
are not returned on time. There
is currently no,late fee for unre-
turned videos. However, if vid-
eos are returned late the renter
is not allowed to borrow videos
for the remainder of the quarter.
She also noted a problem
with many videos being missing
from the game room. There are
currently 23 videos that are
unaccounted' for. The people
that have these videos are asked
to return them to the game
room.
Most students agreed that
video rental is a good service
provided by ,the game room. A
female student remarked that
stricter policies are needed to
ensure that videos are returned
on time.
Freshman Kevin Beto sug-
gested the game room eliminate
the small cost for renting the
pool tables. He suggested that
something like a 45-minute "on
your honor" time limit be
imposed in which people using
a pool table would stop after 45
minutes' to allow the next in line
to play if there were people
waiting.
Sophomore Matt Youngs
said he was mostly satisfied
with the game room, but added,
"the quality of the pool tables
and their state of repair need to
be improved."
Currently, there are no fur-
ther plans to purchase addi-
tional facilities for the game
room.
The game room is open from
9 a.m. to 11 p.m. on weekdays
and 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. on the
weekend:
Rose students pay a fee to enjoy the new pool tables in the union
game room while others abuse free services. Photo I Chris I lansen
VP of faculty takes leave to write book
by Singalex Song
Thorn Reporter
James Eifert, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, plans on taking
sabbatical leave during the 1997-
1998 academic year, during which
he will explore new engineering
accreditation criteria and the rela-
tionship between traditional col-
lege's and alternative sources of
higher education.
During his sabbatical, Eifert
plans to work with the Accredita-
tion Board for Engineering and




11 a.m. - Midnight
7 Days a Week
FREE DELIVERY (minimum $5.00)
College Student Specials
Off-campus students add 50C
Pizza
7" 12" 14" 16" 
Cheese 1.95 4.80 5.90 7.00
1-item 2.30 6.30 7.40 8.50
2-item 2.65 7.10 8.30 9.50
3-item .3.20 7.90 9.20 10.50
4-item 3.50 8.70 10.10 11.50
Additional Menu Items 
Sandwiches $3.45& 3.95
Bread Stbc w/Cheese .... 1.50
Garlic Knots, Cinnamon
Knots or Butter Knots ... 1.60
Garlic Bread  1.45
Garlic Bread & Cheese  1.95
Hot Wings (10 peg.)  3.50
BBQ Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
Full Spaghetti  2.99
Works Items: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, and Green Peppers.
Ingredients: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, Black Olives, Green Peppers,
Pepperoncir'ii, Jalepeno Peppers, Ham, Beef, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Bacon Pieces and Anchovies.
SPECIAL: 2 sandwiches for $5.90
Ham & Cheese - Ham, Provolone, Mozzarella, Parmesan $3.45
Hoagie - Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions, Spices 3.45
Stromboli - Pizza Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Barbeque Stromboli - BBQ Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices, Onions 3.45
Pepperoli - Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Submarine - Pizza Sauce, Salami, Canadian Bacon, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Gyro- Lamb & Beef, Onions, Tomatoes, Sour Cream on Pita Bread 3.45
Roast Beef - Roast Beef, Onions, Provolone Cheese 3.95
Turkey Club - Turkey Breast, Fresh Bacon Bits, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions & Mayo 3.95
3.95
Italian Beef - Served with onion & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Pork BBQ Sandwich -Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Beef BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Chicken BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Steak Hoitgle - Steak, onions & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Ex- Veg. - 304 Lx. Cheese - 504 Ex. Meat- $1.00
Reg. Salad $1.45 Chef Salad $3.50
Drinks 954 Pftchers, Soft Drink 2.75
Prices include Tax -
Meatball - Meatballs, Spaghetti Sauce, Cheese, Spices 
and initiate an irriplementation plan
for the new ABET criteria, -Crite-
ria 2000." Since this sabbatical
depends on finding a source of
funding, Eifert is also applying for
a temporary position at the National
Science Foundation (NSF) as a
senior education associate. The
NSF position also deals with engi-
neering education reform.
In addition, Eifert will spend
extended periods of time at corpo-
rate universities such as Motorola
University, and some of the newer
virtual and proprietary colleges
such as the University of Phoenix.
Eifert plans to write a book on
the future relationship between tra-
ditional colleges and virtual univer-
sities, corporate universities and
other inexpensive alternatives. Eif-
ert thinks that this is an important
issue for Rose-Hulman to consider
and one that might "also be of inter-
est to other traditional colleges."
Effert's sabbatical will start in
August or September of this year.
His temporary replacement will
probably be someone on the Rose-
Hulman faculty, appointed by
Rose-Hulman President Samuel
Hulbert.




The newly formed Rose-Hulman Toast-
masters International club provides an oppor-
tunity for students to improve their leadership
and communication skills. Toastmasters Inter-
national is a worldwide organization dedi-
cated to improving leadership and public
speaking skills through practice and construc-
tive peer criticism.
Toastmasters International was founded
by Bloomington, Ill. native Ralph C. ipted-4
ley. It acquired the name by originally being a
meeting between high-school boys over a din-
ner table in the early 190Cis. The organization
was established permanently in 1924 in Santa
Anna, Calif. and is now comprised of some
8000 clubs with over 170,000 members
worldwide.
According to Jim Goecker, associate direc-
tor of admissions, it is uncommon to find such
a club on a college campus.
He added, "This is actually an organization
that you would find in the workforce. A lot of
businesses have closed clubs open only to
employees of that specific company."
Goecker said faculty and staff are welcome
to attend meetings. The meetings have consis-
tently been comprised of mostly students.
Since January 28th, there have been four
meetings. The meetings typically last an hour
and follow an agenda of various student
speeches highlighted by those that were pre-
pared beforehand.
Several impromptu speeches arc also made
on informal topics, in order to give students
practice at articulating and "thinking fast on
their feet." There are usually about ten oppor-
tunities for public speaking at each meeting.
Speeches are followed by applause, in
order to give added reality to the experience.
Peers then evaluate each other in this casual
setting by giving positive criticism.
When the club becomes more established
on campus, Rose-Hulman members can antic-
ipate participation in conventions and compe-
titions across the country as well as a club
"hierarchy" and points system to keep current
members striving for further improvement,
while at the same time attracting new mem-
bers.
Sophomore mechanical engineering
major Andre Gomcs is one of approximately
twenty-five students who joined Toastmas-
ters. After attended four meetings, Gomcs
.commented, "I joined to improve my com-
munication skills, and I think this club can
accomplish that if the person puts a serious
effort into it and wants to improve."
Junior electrical engineering major Edwin
Morahan, who was involved in high-school
debate, joined Toastmasters to get more prac-
tice at public speaking. He commented that
the Toastmasters club is very different from
high school debating • events because it is
much more informal.
According to Morahan, "The Toastmas-
ters meetings take on More of a conversa-
tional tone, and the topics of discussion are
not nearly-as serious as those in debate."
Goecker commented that a time invest-
ment of an hour per week will give students
valuable practice in public speaking in a
comfortable setting.
Robert McDonald, Toastmasters district
governor for the Indiana/Kentucky area,
commented, "Toastmasters is an organiza-
tion that helps people to learn by doing, and
not by sitting in a classroom setting where
information is simply digested."
Goecker said students don't have to come
to every meeting to be a member of the club.
The purpose of the meetings are to practice
public speaking and communications. The
Toastmasters club meets at 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays in the Music Room of the Hulman
Memorial Student
Alpha Chi Sigma Spring Rush Events
Tonight, 5:30-Pizza Party
at Dr. McLean's house, 5301 Wabash
Tuesday, 7:30-SuperCop in GM Room
Popcorn and Drinks
Thursday-Bowling with Brothers
For more info, call 234-1528.
Ask for Tom, Tim, or Micah.
Rush is open to female and
male chemistry and chem e
majors.
IRECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY 12", 14" OR 16" PIZZA WITH THIS AD!I
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I believe there exists a law,
somewhere. that states, "The more
of a hurry you are in, the more red
lights you will hit." Direct
proportionality; that's what we
would've called it in some high
school math class. This law
couldn't be more true in Terre
Haute. In fact, I'm willing to
gamble that it was first
experimentally derived in this town.
The other night my roommate
and I were headed off to an art
exhibit over at St. Mary's, mainly to
see my friend's work. I figured,
"Hey, I can get there in roughly 20
minutes." But I left from Rose with
25 minutes to spare just in case.
Well, I should've learned by now;
after 25 minutes of driving, I was
still not there. Instead, I was
marveling at the beautiful city
planning the city of Tene Haute has
to offer.
I really didn't think anything
could be as bad as Clarksville's
(Indiana) traffic lights. The town of
Clarksville, six miles north of
Louisville, is loaded with two
malls, several other shopping
plazas, and dozens of restaurants,
fast-food and other such businesses.
Along a two-mile stretch of road,
Highway 131, there must be at least
10 different traffic signals. During
Christmas season, you can expect to
sit through three green lights at the
same traffic signal. During
shopping seasons, it is nearly as
bad. In my whole life of driving,
I've only gone down Highway 131
without hitting a red light four
times, usually at 3:30 in the
morning.
However, Terre Haute has again
impressed me. Whether you're
driving down Ohio, Wabash,
Poplar, Walnut, or any of their cross
streets, it is predetermined that you
will arrive at a yellow light, sit there
as absolutely no cars cross through
the intersection, only getting a
green light when another car does
arrive to the left or right of you. It's
guaranteed; no questions asked.
The Rose Thor
5500 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute, Indiana 47803-3999
Phone: (812) 877-8255
Fax: (812) 877-8362
"Wrirkin o tn ketT) thp Th w'.I FulmtJfl cninmnuni
informed by providing an accurate and.
dependabk source for news and information."
The Rose Thorn is published Fridays at.
Rose-Hulinan Institute or Technology.





































Don Cole, Ryan Loftus, Aaron
Huntsman, and Matt Wernke
Chris Chung, and Joe Kidd
Susan Howard and Chris Hansen
Bob Voros
Adrian° Silva and Bob Voros
The Rose Thorn v, e icomes letters and ,,ornments from its
readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 300
words lonz. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for
grammar, clarity and length (if over 300 words). All letters to the
editor must contain the writer's signature, class year and phone.
number. All submissions will be confirmed before publication.
Letters may be sent by electronic mail to
Thorn@Rwe-fluintan.Echi, but still must contain the writer's
phone number for confirmation. For prompt publication, letters
should be typewritten or printed by computer. All letters for an
issue of the Thorn must be received before noon on the Tuesday
prior to publication.
We would like to remind our readers that the views expressed
in the Thorn do not necessarily represent the opinions of anyone
other than the original author.
Web Page: htip:Ilwww.mse•hubnaruthiEserV. gompaThanlIMILlinderidni
It's just absolutely amazing.
In a city where so much emphasis
is seemingly put into cruising its
streets on summer nights or after
high school football games, it
would seem that the city council
would do something about its
lights, as well as its roads.
I'm kind of glad that I bought a
Jeep this past summer, simply
because I can go through this town
and not worry about blowing out a
tire or bending a wheel from the pot
holes. But, at the same time, it is
not pleasant to go through the gears
on my manual transmission every
15 seconds as I accelerate for a
green light then decelerate for the
upcoming red light. After the first
month of school, my right hand had
calluses on it from shifting so
much.
I believe I know what the worst
aspect of going to Rose-Hulman is
now. It isn't the work load of our
classes, nor the quarter calendar
system, but the location. I'm very
thankful that Rose is located on the
eastern brink of this town.
Nevertheless, the city of Terre
Haute is an utter disappointment.
Driving around in this town, with
the incessant smell and rough roads
and red lights, is what makes
college hell, not the homework and
tests and all-night studying.
Caleb Coburn (ME '98) enjoys his
time with the neighbors, just at
math as everyone else should. In
11fact, he would like to invite evety-
.311rOnewhoreadithis to a barbecue at
..1.!the Courthouse this upcoming Sun-
at 3:00. ,in the morning. He
ktipg,ttoAet•t:y.Oikt.hettAucicers.
Letters to the Editor
A BIG thank you for all your help
I would like to publicly thank the efforts of the Rose-Hulman chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha for
recently volunteering at the Eugene V. Debs Museum. They generously donated their time (and
muscles) to ensure that we can set up our latest Victorian exhibit as quickly and efficiently as possible.
I'd also like to invite everyone at Rose to stop by the museum at 451 N. 8th Street in the middle of
the ISU campus. We are by Ballyhoo's and our admission is free. We would like to see you here and
have your comments on our latest exhibit.
Thank again to the Iota Delta chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Bonnye R. Busbice
Curator, Eugene V. Debs Museum
Don't ruin the tradition of Rose with crime
Dear everyone at home,
Most of you have no idea who I am (that's okay, I have periodic identity crises when I don't either).
But I'm one of your fellow Rose students who happens to be out of the country at the moment.
I'm living in Britain and studying abroad for the year, and looking forward to coming home to Rose
to finish my degree.
At the University of Manchester, where I am studying (occasionally), there is a lot of crime. Most
of my friends have been mugged at least once, some more than once. Two days ago my best friend was
held-up in broad daylight about 200 yards from my room. The halls are broken into just about twice a
week and three or four rooms are completely cleaned out. This Monday one of my neighbors left his
room unlocked while he went to the bathroom and when he returned his stereo and T.V. were gone.
"But how does this concern me?" you ask.
Not a day goes by when someone doesn't ask me what America is like and what my school at home
is like. And in reply to those questions I always brag about Rose-Hulman. I tell people how our
buildings are open almost 24 hours a day. How I can go use facilities at all hours of the night
(everything closes here at 5 pm). How I can visit my friends in other halls whenever I want (the halls
here have strictly enforced visiting hours). And how there is virtually no crime on campus. Etc, etc,
etc...
Few of you realize how good you have it there.
I'm looking forward to coming home and again having all the trust and freedom that I get at Rose-
Hulman. Don't spoil it for yourselves and don't spoil it for me. Please.
Jason F. Miner (ME, '98)
Manchester, U.K.
Comments on engineering and life
I wished to say I've read the last several issues of the Thorn and am very impressed. The topics and
competence of the writing are excellent. You must have a very talented (and/or sleep-deprived) group.
Also, in regard to the article in the February 14 issue, "Pondering the purpose of an engineering
education" and the article by Geoff Miller entitled, "Contest Winner: Are engineers paid what they're
worth?" in the same issue of The Thorn, I have a few comments. You each presented markedly
different outlooks on the future as an engineer.
I have a burning desire to be of benefit to society. Being a new engineer in the age-old petroleum
refining industry (no offense to any Rose professors that remember when kerosine was the only saleable
product from crude oil), I see much ahead that I still have to learn about this business. Business it is.
Economics drives it. No argument here.
However, as Mr. Miller stated in his article, "Engineers aren't in the business of managing peoples'
lives. They're making them better." Sadly, it is apparent that the "Rose 'machine" has not made this
obvious to all of its students. To again quote Mr. Miller, "the engineer is overlooked in his contributions
for many of the most recent innovations." Look at the objects around you and put an occupation to the
person who created them. Imagine all the theories postulated by engineers and scientists that have
benefited mankind. The world would be quite a barren and uninviting place to live without these hard-
working, nameless individuals.
It is difficult sometimes to see past the dollar signs of business. But if you truly believe there is "a
difference I found I cannot make as an engineer," please let me assure you that you can. If I remember
correctly, you were considering medical school at one time. Do you consider being a doctor to be of
benefit to society? How much will your engineering education be of use to you as a doctor? Many
chemical engineers have followed this path, and I maintain, have put their engineering education into
practice in the medical profession. For an example that all Rose students should be aware, Rose-
Hulman's own Dr. Sam Hulbert has greatly contributed to the medical arena with his work in
biomechanical engineering.
Just because "Engineering classes at Rose-Hulman" have not instilled in you the belief that you
"will be of benefit to society," please do not push engineering out of you future plans. No matter the
profession, we each have a niche in the world, a niche that sometimes seems like a rut, but for those
with the true desire to aid humanity, that niche can be used to such an end.
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In my article entitled "George
Carlin: a Funny Philosopher or just a
Filthy Comedian?", published on
January 24 of this year, I gave a little
tribute to my favorite comedian,
George Carlin. I appreciate the
thought that Carlin puts into his
work, and his material really makes
me think and laugh simultaneously.
Carlin has done many controversial
pieces. One of them that I
mentioned was his piece called
"Rape can be funny."
It is hard to imagine that Carlin
could or would make light of a
subject as sensitive as rape, but he
did it because he was tired of people
controlling what he said. He was
attempting to be politically incorrect
to prove a point His point was that
you can joke about anything as long
as the emphasis is placed correctly.
Making fun of rape victims wouldn't
be very tactful or humorous in any
manner but Carlin jokes about rape
by putting the ignorance of the
rapists as the butt of his jokes.
I usually e-mail my articles to 20
different friends and received the
following response from one of my
female friends.
"Rape, in particular, is something
which this man has no business
'joking' about, specifically because
he is not a woman and will not be
raped anytime in the near future.
Rape is something that most women
fear in the dark on the streets at
night. I don't think it is relevant who
is the butt of the joke, the sexual
offender or the victim. It is simply
not an issue to be made light of in
any context whatsoever."
She was right. Even though I
agreed with her, I could still find
humor in CarlM's bit. I truly don't
believe rape is a funny topic, but
Carlin's context, tone, and delivery
combined with what he was saying
made me laugh at rapists: I thought
that it might change this female's
mind if she could hear his entire
piece, but then I received the
following response from another
female friend that made me realize
just how emotionally scarring and
sensitive the subject of rape really is.
"I have to admit that I don't find
anything remotely funny about
rape. Hearing the whole show
would not make me think any better
of Car1M. I don't care if he was
trying to be politically incorrect to
prove a point Rape is a very serious
crime that occurs way too often in
our community. Making light of it
will only add to the ridicule and pain
inflicted on victims of this heinous
crime. We already blame the victim.
Making rape a joke adds to the
blame and keeps women locked in
their pain and shame, not reporting
the crime and the rapists get to go
out and destroy more lives.
"I am glad that you learned not to
talk about something you don't
support. I am sorry if people got mad
and yelled at you but I am glad they
did. You need to understand that
rape is such a sensitive issue because
it has happened to so many of us.
You sent an article out to people
laughing at rape and you don't even
know how many of them have been
raped.
-Did you know I have been
raped? Did you know what an
article laughing at rape does to me?
Did you know that my rapist is out
on the street because everyone
made light of the crime? Did you
know that I still get the privilege of
seeing my rapist and hearing his
comments and see him staring at
me because no one took my rape
serious enough? Did you know
that I am not (laughing) and cannot
laugh anymore?"
I've heard statistics that one in
every four women have been
raped. The U.S. Department of
Justice reported that every two
minutes another women in
America is raped, but these
numbers have always seemed
abstract and pretty high to me. It
seemed impossible that so many
women have been brutally
victimized in this manner and even
more amazing that there are so
many rapists out there. It was
impossible to conceive until one of
my friends had enough courage to
come forward and tell me that she
was a victim of rape.
I regret saying that Carlin can
joke about rape, but I'm glad that I
did because I leamed that rape is
indeed a serious topic that has
affected so many people. Rape is a
crime that too often goes
unreported which keeps the
criminal free to ruin more lives.
Rape isn't about sexual
gratification, but instead it is about
power, control, and the humiliation
of their victims. Victims already
blame themselves for being raped
and by making light of the topic
only encourages them to remain
silent keeping their crime a secret.





Regular readers of my column are
in for a big surprise. This week, I
will do (almost) no complaining
about the ludicrous policies of our
federal government There will be
(virtually) no whining about lost
liberties. In fact, I won't even use
the word freedom (again).
This week is "kudos week," that
once a year occurrence when I
actually have something nice to say,
and this year's kudos go to the
wonderful people at Underwriters
Laboratories (UL), based in
Northbrook, Illinois, several of
whom I visited earlier this month.
environment it is supposed to be
used in. That's UL's job: safety.
Notice that I didn't say that UL
ensures that your laptop works. I'm
sure those legendary Pentiums that
couldn't do math were sold with
UL's complete approval. UL tests
the safety, not necessarily the
quality, of products. And they're
very, very, good at what they do.
"Big deal," you say. What's so
important about UL that we are
being denied/spared of the weekly
tirade against government blunders?
Private enterprise, that's what's so
important. From start to finish, from
contracting to testing to the day a
product gets the mark, no
government hands touch it
Where then does UL get its
legitimacy? Do people really
believe that UL can be trusted?
How can a private company be
allowed to handle such a delicate
and vital procedure that should
surely be handled by the
Now for those of you who are not government? We're all doomed!
graduating seniors in desperate need Calm down, calm down. The
of a job, the name of Underwriters truth is, not only is UL trusted and
Laboratories may not be familiar, legitimate, they are far more
You are far more likely to know efficient than a government agency
them by their stage name, "UL doing the same job would be.
Listed." But if you look on the back Consider the example of the Food
of those pricey laptops Rose makes and Drug Administration (FDA). In
you buy, or on the back of the boxy stark contrast to UL, the FDA is
NeXT machines for you seniors, bloated, inefficient, and despite its
you will see the UL mark: A circle incredible reluctance to accept new
enclosing the letters U and L, and a products, it is still not trusted.
little R with a circle of its own. What maintains UL's high degree
This symbol means a lot more of quality is exactly the fact that they
than you might realize. Technically, are a free market firm. They gain
UL's job is to ensure that the legitimacy not because of a
products they test are safe, and will government decree, but through a
operate safely. For example; UL reputation of excellence that has By handling safety testing in a
claims your laptop will not burst into lasted for over a century. The quick and efficient manner, UL
flame if you leave it near your people at UL know that any mess-up allows products to get to the
portable space heater, and that it will would discredit their mark, and marketplace, on average, in two to
not endanger in any way the work destroy its credibility. Meanwhile, six months. A proposal at the FDA
such a mess-up means nothing to
the FDA. Even after the whole
thalidomide fiasco, the FDA
remained the sole provider of
product testing in the medical field.
This is the difference between the
free market and the public sector.
In conversations with employees
of UL, I immediately noticed the:
fierce pride they attach to their
mark. They speak about it as
though it represents a code of'
honor, and indeed, in today's
capitalist society, that is exactly
what it is. Amidst the socialization
and regulation of power utilities,
airlines, food and drug inspections,
and other "vital" industries, the
honor of the UL logo has allowed
employees to hold their heads high.
The existence of UL allows
technology to progress. The
people at UL have a big stake in
getting the product through the
testing process. One of the major
concerns for UL engineers is
deciding at what point to stop
testing safety and accept the
product so as to achieve a balance
of safety and progress. There is an
economic incentive as well: firms
will not seek the UL mark if it
takes years to achieve. The proper
balance of safety and progress is
maintained primarily through the
experience of UL's work force.
The FDA, on the other hand, sits
on new developments as long as
possible. They have nothing to
lose if they wait years to pass a
product — they have a monopoly
on testing. The only way they lose




"Just a little farther." I thought as
I wearily managed the last few
steps of my climb. I was trying to
reach the top of a hill to catch a
glimpse of a scenic view that I
heard was absolutely beautiful. I
was on a tiny little island off of the
north coast of Sicily. I had rented a
bicycle and toured the: island for
the whole day. This was my last
adventure before I left this little
piece of paradise.
-I hope this is worth it," I
gasped. Just then there was no
more hill to be climbed_ I had
reached the top and I was greeted
by a panoramic that could only be
described as breathtaking (though
could have been the climb). I
was standing at the meeting point
of two arms of a crevice that
opened to the see. Following the
line of this crevice, my eyes rested
upon a another island about half a
mile away. This other island was
the island of Volcano, the
legendary home of Vulcan, the
Greek god of fire and
blacksmiths. It was even spouting
off a little smoke to remind the
people who lived on it, but it was
far from inactive. Yes, the view
had been worth the climb.
I took my photos like a good
tourist and sat in the warm grass to
watch the sun go down one last
time. As I sat there, my mind
. began to wander. I thought about
the beauty of God's creatkins and
. then how many other romantic
things that this type of view and
'climate seem to invoke so often.
giThell I remembered something
gfipte my past that seemed out of
iiiNbrdinaty for this place. I
remembered a traCk race.
This particular track race was
the last one of my high school
career, the regional competition. I
.ft had set my two goals at the
E.!! 'beginning of the year: to advance
beyond regionals and to run faster
. than 4:40 for the mile, neither of
which I had ever done. I had been
competing in the mile for 7 years,
and I had always fallen short of
any qualifying This was my last
chance to show that those years
had not been in vain.
I was warming up my body as
well as my mind fto the event. Ftw
some strange reason, a thought
popped into my head. I wondered
how this race would affect me for
the rest of my life. Would this be a
defleting tOpgielit. in nw.14.0Or
AO*4100ATOF faik***fi"
beeZiiir bbeiit• those,:ntee4ibo
can't let go of the loss.? „Would I
cep living the entire ra0iin my
t.Jorgi myself of
1 know this is
'Ugh school student to
I was under stress,
and''''eliaVe always had an
'nrginatio. I keptthe*eoieglActive a n
curt)) as Ix'AouOits w
continued to prepare, but the
damage had been done.
The official ,-.211e4 for all of the
athletes, and I took my position on
the line. The gun was raised and
then the words, "Runners Set", I
always hated the second between
those words and the gun. That is
when the stress is at the maximum.
"Bang," the race began. I started
out with the leaders and set my
pace to stay up with the leaders.
The first half of the race was
exactly what I thought I needed,
but as the second half of the race
began, the best runners put into
action their plan. They ran the
second half faster than the first. I
hadn't trained for this type of race,
so with every step I fell farther and
farther behind the leaders and
accomplishing my goals. With
200 meters to go, it was painfully
obvious that I was not going to
achieve either of my *goals. My
father was on • the corner of the
third turn. He had been giving me
encouragement the whole race.
When I came by for the last time
he just looked at me with
compassion in his eyes and said.
"Just finish it." As long as 1 live I
will remember that moment.
I finished the race with an
average time. My high school
running career was over. I went on
to graduate somewhere in the top
of my class (like all Rose students)
and came to the happiest place on
earth. I never ran again
competitively. I was just tired of
the whole thing. I studied two
years and then decided to study
abroad for my junior year. I had a
month long break and decided to
go to Italy. which is the traion I
w:_ts on this island.
-Am I a failure due to that
racer I wondered. Well, I ant
inclined to say no, but only time
will tell the answer to the
question. I will say that if being a
failure involves travelling around
Europe, meeting new and exciting
people, getting a degree in
Mechanical Engineering. and
trying to keep my walk with God
close, then I think that I like being
a failure.
I said before that I would would
always remember those words my
father said. He knew that I wasn't
a runner at heart, at least not the
kind that the other guys who
continued to compete were. I was
Ins son and he loved Me regardless
of what I did.
As I continue to live this wacky
thing I call life, I wonder if all of
this competing we do is really
worth it Sure I believe we should
always strive to be the best that we
can, but! don't think we should get
so caught up in the race that we
forget what is important in life. I
like to think that as long as we keep
running the race, taking the failure
with the triumphs, then we are
never failures. After all,
sometimes the only reward is to
have simply finished the race.
takes about ten to fifteen years. Half
of that time is spent producing the
100,000 page document required to
propose a new drug or procedure. Is it
any wonder that only large
pharmaceutical firms have survived?
Incidentally, the employees of iJL
are paid quite well. Even though UL
is a not-for-profit firm, the contracts
of the company have allowed it to
expand to six locations, thousands of
workers, and a competitive job
market. To quote a UL engineer,
"We're a not-for-profit firm, but we
all drive nice cars."
Compare UL with the FDA,
which not only can't pay for itself
but sucks millions of dollars from
taxpayers. Which would you rather
see more of? Where would you
rather work?
So the kudos go to UL: for the
job they do, for the excellence they
have Maintained, and for keeping
another government agency from
forming. They are champions of the
free market, of capitalism, and of
freedom.
Oops.
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Engineers host tourney, looking for consistency
Junior righthander Matt Sims is one of two Engineer pitchers
returning from Florida with 2-0 records.
Florida Trip Linescores
1234567 R HE 1234567 R HE
Ferrum 013 09.5 2 11 10 0 MSOE 045 1200 1212 6
RHIT 0000020 2 74 RHIT 1045003 13 14 4
Eric Tryon, Brad Fetters(7) and
Brad Garrett. LP - Tryon (0-1).
HR- Jimmy Costa(1).
RHIT 000 001 0 1 70
Augustana 000 000 0 0 5 2
Matt Sims and Brad Garrett. WP-
Sims (1-0).
Wittenberg 001 101 1 4101
RHIT 200 042 x 8 94
Andy Cain and Brad Garrett.
WP- Cain (1-0).
RHIT 102 074 14 12 3
Lynchburg 010 020 3 63
Aaron Little and Brad Garrett.
WP-Little (1-0). HR - Mark
McCullough (1), Mike Krueger
(1).
Brad Fetters, James Spring (3),
Andy Cain (5) and Brad Garrett.
WP - Cain (2-0).
Ohio NorthernOl 1 000 2 4 51
RHIT 000 000 0 0 34
Jimmy Costa, Brad Garrett (7)
and Garrett, Craig Holder (7).
LP- Costa (0-1).
Emory-Henry 010 002 0 3 72
RHIT 131 000x 5 4 3
Matt Sims, Brad Garrett (7) and
Garrett, Craig Holder (7). WP -
Sims (2-0). HR- Tryon (1).
RPI 000 000 102 3 30
RHIT 000 100 000 1 55
Eric Tryon, Aaron Little (9) and
Brad Garrett, Craig Holder (8).




baseball team, ranked 23rd
nationally in the Collegiate Base-
ball/NCAA III preseason poll and
defending ICAC regular season
and tournament champions,
opened the 1997 season by going
5-3 in play in Fort Myers last
week. They will take that record
into this weekend's Rose-Huil-
man Invitational.
Rose-Hulman will open play in
the tournament with a game
against Milwaukee School of
Engineering today at 1 p.m., fol-
lowed by a matchup with Black-
urn at 3:30 p.m. at Art Nehf field.
The round-robin play ends Sat-
urday when the Engineers face
Augustana at 3:30 p.m. The con-
solation and championship games
will be Sunday at 1 p.m. and 3
p.m.
-MSOE is probably the best
hitting team in our tournament,
and Augustana is a very solid
team with good pitching and
defense," baseball coach Jeff Jen-
kins said.
The Engineers faced some
tough competition in Florida as
they opened their season. Ferrum
College (Va.), ranked eighth in
the nation, roughed up starting
pitcher senior Eric Tryon in
defeating the Engineers 11-2 in
the season opener March 2. Half
of the Engineers runs came off a
solo home run off the bat of jun-
ior Jimmy Costa.
Junior Matt Sims struck out
nine batters on his way to shut-
ting out Augustana for his first
victory of the season, as the Engi-
neers won, 1-0. Sophomore Brad
Garrett drove in the winning run.
The bats of Rose-Hulman
finally had some bite as the Engi-
neers defeated Wittenberg, 8-4. _
Sophomore Andy Cain pitched a
complete game, and Tryon, soph-
omore Rob Nichols and freshman
Mark Hopman had 2 RBI a piece.
In the fourth game of the sea-
son, three freshman led Rose-
Hulman to a 14-3 shellacking of
FOR RENT: 
2 bedroom and efficiency for rent. Call
for details 232-3405.
Apts. fir rent on S. 6th Si. 1-6 bdrms.
available. Very nice, lots of extras.
Sharp Flats LLC. 877-1146.
Female needing roommate to share
expenses. S300 a month plus $150
deposit. References requested. For
more details see Luann Hastings in the
financial aid office or call ext. 8483.
NOW RENTING: Large houses w/ 3-
8 bedrooms. 2+bath, central air.
dishwasher, stove, fridge. and all
furniture. Includes beds and desks. etc.
All in excellent neighborhoods and
convenient to campus. We cater to Rose
students' needs and we have references
for you. Alumni-owned and operated.
Call 235-8992.
3 Bedroom Duplex. Appliances
included w/ dishwasher. 1-1/2 baths.
Newly decorated S455/ month. Ill S.




Worship: Sun. 10:30 a.m.. 6:00 p.m..
Wed. 7:00 p.m. College & Career class:
Sun. 9:30 a.m. 25th & Margaret
Avenue. Trangirtation available 466-
5144.
FORISALEt::..„ , ....... . 
Color TV, 19" Mitsubishi, Excellent
Condition: $50. Bike/Ski Racks for
Honda Accord: $50. Call 877-3090.
House for sale: 580 S. Brown. 4 BR 2-






1 p.m. - Rose vs. Milwaukee School of Eng.
3:30 ..m. - Rose vs. Blackburn
Saturda March 15
10:30 a.m. - MSOE vs. Blackburn
1 p.m. - Augustana vs. MSOE
3:30 ..m. - Rose vs. Au: stana
Sunda • March 16
10:30 a.m. - Blackburn vs. Augustana
1 p.m. - Consolation game
3:30 p.m. - Championship game
Lynchburg (Va.) College. Aaron
Little, in his college debut,
pitched a complete game for his
first victory, and Marc
McCullough and Mike Krueger
each pounded their first home
runs.
The Engineers had to come
from behind to defeat the Mil-
waukee School of Engineering in
an offensive struggle, 13-12.
Costa tied the game with a two-
run double in the seventh and the
Engineers took the lead on an
RBI single from senior Craig
Holder, scoring Costa. Tryon and
Costa each had three hits in the
game, and Cain captured the win
in relief.
Rose-Hulman
was only able to
record three hits as
they were shut out,
4-0, by Ohio North-
ern. Costa took the






a home run from
Tryon, as Sims
improved to 2-0 for
the season in a 5-3
victory over Emory
& Henry.
In the final game
of the Florida trip, Tryon faced
off against the ninth-ranked
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and didn't allow an earned run,
leading the Engineers into extra
innings before RPI took the game
3-1. The Engineers' only run
came on Costa's second home
run of the season.
"We knew it was going to be a
tough trip to Florida, and we
didn't get near the defensive play
we were hoping for," Jenkins
said. "Our pitching was either
very good or not so good, and we
need to find some consistency
there."
Titans end Engineers' run
Continued from Page 1
Halt...He almost took his team to
v ictory."
Murphy added eight points
and eight rebounds for the Engi-
neers. '
Halt, Murphy, and reserve
guard Nate Poehlman played
their last games for Rose-Hul-
man. In the four seasons which
those players have been a part of
Engineer basketball, Rose has
gone from a mediocre 10-15 club
to consecutive 19-9 seasons and
a place among the nation's top
large master suite, lots of storage, near
Meadows. Shown by appointment,
235--7557.
Never-been-used Kenwood Power
amplifier, model KAC624. Only asking
$120. For more information call 299-
9878 between 5:30-10 p.m.
87 Ford Escort. 4 door, only 79,000
miles, just $2495. 249-9859.
79 Ford Fl 50 Pickup 2WD $2000.
235-9963.
1985 Honda Accord. $1200. One
owner. Cruise control. AM/FM
cassette, new tires, tinting belt, master
cylinder. Runs well. In good condition.
Call x8I51.
Western Flyer Special Edition 10-speed
bike. Excellent condition. Book rack
on back. Padlock can be provided. $40
or best offer. Call Chris at 877-1358. 
HELP WANTE Si.
Local company seeks part-time
programmer to develop unique
manufacturing software. Applicant
should have demonstrable computer
skills and hopefully a knowledge of the
Paradox language. Contact Michael
McInerney, ext. 8282 for further
particulars.
Looking for student interested in
earning extra money. Should have
knowledge with installing telephone
jacks and basic knowledge of
Macintosh computers. Call evenings:
235-9015. Corrected Phone #.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Get the #1
source on the Alaskan Fishing Industry.
Learn how thousands combine high
earnings & adventure with no
experience. For more information call :
(800) 276-0654 ext. A66731.
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT Work in Exotic
locations (Caribbean, Hawaii,
Mexico), meet fun people. AND get
paid! For industry information, call
Cruise Employment Services:
(800)276-4948 ext C6673 I.
Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student
Organizations and Small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS.





Concessions, June 19 & 20 are
available front Carol Wetherell in the
Templeton Building. Fee is $10.00 for
non-profit groups and $50.00 for
Professional. Professional groups
applying before March 15 get a free 1/8
page ad in the Event Program.
Anyone interested in starting a Blues/
Jazz band, please notify. I wish to start
a band that combines Blues Brothers.
Dave Matthews Band, and Santana.
Need horns, guitars, and percussionist.
Contact. David.J.Svesko@rose-
hulman.edu.
FREE-Previously rented movies. Send
SASE for list to PO Box 92128-CA,
Industry, CA 91715 or visit http://
www.geocities.com/hollywood/6038.
Sr Chem E interested in tutoring.
Available for MA. CM, CH classes. Any
costs negotiable. Call Dave at 232-7305.
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words free to
Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and
student organizations. For submissions of
more than 30 words, each additional word
is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for the
first 30 words, then $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must be made
in advance: corrections at our expense on
first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to be
discriminatory on the basis of race,
religion (Sr sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities or is
in bad taste.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn
office, through the Thorn Box 2034, by
email-ing thorn@rose-hulman.edu, or by
calling the Thorn at ext. 8255. Deadline
for submissions is 5 p.m. the Wednesday
prior to publication. Runs over one week
must be renewed weekly by contacting the
Thorn office, unless prior run
arrangements have been made.
Division III programs.
"I would publicly like to thank
the seniors for everything
they've done for this program,"
Shaw praised. "They've
watched and contributed to its
evolution."
Illinois Wesleyan 54, Rose 53
2nd Round, NCAA Tournament
Rose-Hulman
PLAYER MIN FG 3PT FT RE PFrO A TP
Millington 23 1-6 1-5 0-0 5 0 1 1 3
Halt 37 10-21 2-4 7-8 9 3 2 129
Murphy 29 3-9 0-0 2-4 8 3 2 1 8
Puthoff 35 2-8 0-1 0-0 3 2 2 1 4
Grace 37 2-6 0-1 0-2 6 3 3 3 4
Burch 3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Kaiser 9 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 1 0 0
Jansen 5 1-1 0-0 1-2 0 0 0 0 3
Poehlman 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 0
Meredith 9 1-3 0-0 0-0 3 1 0 0 2
Team 5
Totals 200 20-55 3-1110-1639 15 11 753
Illinois Wesleyan
PLAYER MIN FG 3P7' FT RE PFTO A TP
Niebrugge 30 3-8 0-0 2-3 3 2 1 1 8
Crabtree 31 8-17 2-4 3-310 4 1 121
Boyden 31 3-9 0-0 2-5 4 4 3 0 8
Coon 33 1-5 0-2 2-2 1 0 2 3 4
Hubbard 32 1-6 1-5 1-1 2 1 1 3 4
Pacetti 5 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Osborn 10 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 0 0
Hoder 20 2-3 0-0 3-3 2 4 2 2 7
Baines 8 1-3 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 0 2
Team 5
Totals 200 19-51 3-1113.1729 15 1010 54
1 2
Rose-Hulman  23 30- 53
Illinois Wesleyan  27 27- 54
Rose 86, Washington (Mo.) 69
1st Round, NCAA Tournament
Washington
PLAYER MIN FG 3r-r Fr RE PFTO A TP
Borgman 17 4-6 1-3 0-0 1 5 3 0 9
Heidbrink 31 2-6 0-0 4-6 3 1 1 2 8
Greear 15 3-8 0-0 1-1 2 5 2 0 7
Panek 26 2-5 0-1 0-0 5 4 1 1 4
Siepierski 32 5-13 2-8 6-8 3 5 5 318
Prunty 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 0
Reynolds 19 2-5 1-1 3-4 1 0 1 0 8
Klaus 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 1 0 1 0
Philipp 18 3-10 0-4 3-3 6 3 2 2 9
Earnest 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Fisher 1 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 2
Cooper 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Cerven 9 0-1 0-0 2-2 1 0 0 0 2
Funches 25 1-4 0-0 0-0 9 1 3 0 2
Team 3
Totais 200 23-59 4-1719.2435 27 18 969
Rose-Hulman
PLAYER MIN FG 3PT Fr RE PFTO A TP
Millington 26 5-7 4-6 1-2 4 2 2 515
Halt 27 7-15 2-2 5-6 6 1 1 221
Murphy 33 11-18 0-0 3-710 2 0 125
Puthoff 26 1-1 1-1 0-0 1 1 2 6 3
Grace 30 1-3 0-0 3-7 5 3 5 9 5
Burch 9 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 0 1 2 2
Wydick 2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 0
Williford 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Kaiser 10 2-5 0-1 0-3 2 0 1 0 4
Jansen 15 2-2 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 1 4
Zeller 3 0-0 0-0 1-2 0 0 2 0 1
Siefert 1 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 2
Harris 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Poehlman 14 0-0 0-0 0-0 2 2 1 3 0
Meredith 2 1-1 0-0 2-2 0 1 0 0 4
Team 4
Totals 200 31-53 7-1017-31 35 16 1529 B6
I 2
Washington  25 44- 69
Rose-Hulman  39 47-86
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Loftus vaults to national title
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
Junior Ryan Loftus literally
lifted himself to a national pole
vault championship March 7, fly-
ing past the competition by clear-
ing a height of 16 feet, 8 inches.
With his winning vault, Loftus
broke personal, school, and field-
house records in the NCAA Divi-
sion III Indoor Track and Field
Championships at the University
of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
After clearing each previous
height on his first attempt, Loftus
soared 16-8 on his second try.
The field had been reduced to
three competitors at 16-1.
"Ryan was on from the begin-
ning, with his first attempt,"
Rose-Hulman Coach Bill Welch
said. "Going through to 16-8
before a miss was fantastic. He is
a well deserving champion. He's
worked very hard and diligently
with good discipline to earn this."
Loftus automatically qualified














Level C, Division B
4:00 Jackals vs. Chicanos
5:00 Thugs vs. Vengeance
6:00 ROTC vs. No Good
Level C, Division C
1:00 Landsharks vs. Skinner
2:00 Fiji vs. Oink







1:00 LCA 1 vs. United
2:00 Toys vs. Juventus
3:00 BOMB vs. Wind
4:00 Smooth vs. Rookies
Level B
5:00 Speed vs. Intensity
6:00 No Good vs. Nuggets
7:00 BOMB vs. Smashers
8:00 MUFC vs. LCA 2
Ryan Loftus displays the form which helped him garner
Rose's first national track and field title since 1986.
then-school record 16-4 1/4 in the
Rose-Hulman Invitational.
"I feel better about my vaulting
than I have ever felt before," Lof-
tus said Friday. "I just felt men-
tally ready."
Loftus became only the second
Rose-Hulman track and field ath-
lete to win an NCAA Division III
championship. Chris Trapp won
the title in 1984, '85, and '86, in
the javelin throw.
Loftus' junior teammate
Nathan Subbert finished ninth in
the 35-lb weight throw. "I
thought both of our athletes com-
peted well today," Welch said.
Subbert's best throw was 51 feet,
8 inches.
Tennis serves up victories
The Rose-Hulman tennis team
has been successful in the early
stages of the 1997 season, jump-
ing out to a 3-1 start.
The Engineers will travel to
Crawfordsville Tuesday to take
on Wabash. Rose sneaked by the
Little Giants, 5-4, in dual meet
action last season.
Rose blasted past Olney Com-
munity College, 7-2, Wednesday
to get back on the winning track.
Junior No. 2 singles player Jason
Owen improved his season
record to 4-1 with a victory in the
match.
The Engineers split the two
meets which were held over quar-
ter break, dropping a dual to
Greenville, 7-2, and outlasting
Greenville 7, Rose 2
Singles:
Brannon (G) def. Clark, (6-2, 7-6)
Boriboun (G) def. Owen (6-1,6-I)
Dahlbeck (G) def. Marion (6-2, 6-3)
Reese (R) def. Whitlock -default
Fuchinoue (R) clef. Smith (6-1,6-2)
Vest (G) clef. Nord (6-2, 6-4)
Doubles:
(0) def. Clark-Owen (8-4)
(G) def. Reese-Fuchinoue (8-7)
(G) clef. Marion-Barr (8-2)
Rose-Hulman 6, Millikin 3
Singles:
Owen (R) def. Altm. (6-2, 6-4)
Cudubec (M) def. Marion (6-0, 6-0)
Schlipmann (M) def. Reese (6-4, 6-4)
Fuchinoue (R) def. Knox- default
Nord (R) clef. Raish (6-3, 6-2)
Barr (R) clef. Alcos (6-2, 1-6, 6-4)
Doubles:
Clark-Owen (R) def. (M) (8-1)
Reese-Fuchinoue (R) clef (M) (8-4)
(M) def. Barr-Marion (8-7)
Millikin, 6-3.
Against Greenville, the Engi-
neers' top three singles and dou-
bles players were all defeated.
Ryo Fuchinoue won in straight
sets at No. 5 singles, and the
other Engineer victory came
through injury default.
Rose had better luck against
Millikin last weekend, winning
four of six singles matches to
coast to victory. Owen dominated
at No. 1 singles and combined
with Craig Clark to win at No. 1
doubles.
Jordan Barr pulled out a tough
three-set victory at No. 6 singles




M22 vs. Franklin and Anderson
M23 at Southern Indiana and
Evansville
M27 Home vs. Manchester
M28-9 Kerry Seward Invitational
at Wabash
AS at Hanover and Earlham
vs. Marion at Terre Haute
South
A 1 0 at DePauw
Al2-3 ICAC tournament at
Indianapolis
A20 vs. Knox and Vincennes at
Rea Park
A24 at IUPUI
A27 vs. Elmhurst and Illinois
College at Rea Park
M9-11 NCAA Midwest Regional at
DePauw
A8




























Brenda Davis will take over the
reins of the struggling Rose-Hul-
man women's basketball program
on July 1. Wanda Schwartz will
be relieved of her duties after see-
ing the team through its first two
seasons, in which she compiled a
record of 2-42.
Athletic director Scott Duncan
announced the change March 3rd,
although he could not discuss











stated that her ouster came about
as a direct result of raising gen-
der-equity issues within the ath-
letic department.
Davis served as an assistant
coach for the Engineers•this past
season. She is also the head vol-
leyball coach, a position she will
retain next year.
Rose-Hulman will begin a
search for an assistant coach for
the women's basketball and vol-
leyball programs.
While being respectful toward
Schwartz, the Engineers' players
seem to be excited about the
prospect of playing for Davis.
Sophomore guard Amanda
Speich thinks that her familiarity
with the program and its players
will be an advantage to Davis.
"The transition won't be quite
as drastic," Speich commented.
"I think [Davis] is an excellent
coach who will do a really good
job."
Junior forward Jodi Barcus
expects Davis' style of coaching
Wanda Schwartz
to be benificial to the team.
"I think she'll make us work
really hard, and I think that's what
our team needs," Barcus noted.
"That will make us better players."
Davis served as an assistant
women's volleyball and women's
basketball coach at Washington &
Lee (Va.) University for two years.
prior to coming to Rose-Hulman
last season.
Davis attended Guilford (Va.)
College, where she graduated with
a degree in physical education in
1994, with minors in sports man-











basketball and once in volleyball.
She was a three-time honorable
mention Kodak All-American bas-
ketball players, and was awarded
the North Carolina Collegiate













Terre Haute, IN 47807




















'New and Used Car
Financing
'IRAs
Rose Hulman Students Are
Now Eligible for Membership in the
Vigo County Federal Credit Union!
Vigo County Federal Credit Union
128 S. 8th St.
Terre Haute, IN 462-4495
Where Membership Means Value
Vigo
County
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2'09 Ten Reasons Not to 142ply for an RA Position
10) I'd rather live in the Triangle house.
9) The "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy doesn't
apply.
8) I'm holding out f of President of RHA.
7) There's a 1 in 7 chance I'll end up in Skinner.
6) I don't really consider myself a dick.
5) Two words - Drink Bitch.
4) The job doesn't really have to do with math
3) I would do anything for Tom, but I won't do
that.
2) Next year's staff trip: ISU1!
1) You don't think you'd enjoy the position.
Ma
Just another Thursday night at the Thorn office.
What makes you think that




---(..He'll be my clone. He'll think like me.





Fill outlhis form and have a seat—) 












(Do you realty think that having a
clone will reduce your work?
vot-sisrf
(Definitely. I have it all worked out.
(May I introduce your new clonel
DILBERT®
While my clone will do all of my
homework and take my tests. I
can take it easy.



























OKAY , LET ME TRY
TO EXPLAIN THIS
IN THE SIMPLEST
POSSIBLE WAY._
AN ELECTRICAL:\
ENGINEER, NOT
A GRAPHIC ARTIST,
AN... IDIOT.
/-WE CAN DISCUSS
YOUR HUGE
  INADEQUACIES
DuRINC, YOUR
ANNUAL REVIEW.
THE SIMPLEST P055I5LE
EXPLANATION ISN'T
ALWAYS
THE 3E5T.
•
•
HEY, IT L001®
LIKE A
BROCHURE ,
ONLY UGLIER
